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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the broadcasting of
data streams from a multiantenna source to several single-
antenna or multiantenna users in a data broadcasting network.
To improve the received data quality for all single-antenna
users simultaneously while not compromising the data rates
of multiantenna users, we propose a new cooperation scheme
among single-antenna users. Users cooperate in the amplify-and-
forward (AF) mode to jointly detect the spatially multiplex ed
data streams from the source with estimated channel state
information. Simulation results verify the effectivenessof the
proposed channel estimation scheme based on very few pilotsin
conjunction with the maximum likelihood (ML) detection scheme.

Index Terms—Amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperation, MIMO
systems, broadcasting, channel estimation, maximum likelihood
detection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cooperative communications gain substantial research in-
terests in recent years due to its capability of improving
the performance of physically limited mobile devices. Recent
research works [1]– [4] attempt to exploit the cooperation
diversity [5] and construct the cooperative multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system, where each user shares its
antenna with other partners to transmit and decode the data.

In this paper, we consider improving the performance of
all single-antenna users through user cooperation in a MIMO
broadcasting system. Particularly, we focus on an uncoded sys-
tem where the base station are equipped with multiple antennas
and each user only has a single antenna [6]. We consider using
the above setting for the purpose of better representing the
physically constrained mobile devices in current real-world
scenario. The considered setting is potentially applicable to
enabling the multimedia broadcasting services through the
current cellular communication systems with hardware-limited
mobile devices.

There are two distinguishing features in our considered
system, different from the settings considered in the existing
works [7]– [11]. The first feature is that our considered single-
antenna receivers are to detect multiple data streams without
space-time-coding (STC) at the transmitter side. There are
several reasons for not considering STC at the transmitter side.
One of them is the heterogeneous nature of the real network
systems. In the real world, there actually exists multiple-
antenna users in the networks, which are already capable

of reliably detecting the spatial-multiplexed data streams.
Applying STC at the transmitter will limit the acheivable data
rate of these users. Another reason is the scalability of the
system. For STC, sophisticated design of the codes at the
transmitted and corresponding detection at the receivers are
essential. However, enlarging the system configuration such as
increasing the number of the source antenna will require a re-
design of the whole system. Thus, it is reasonable to consider
user cooperation in an non-STC coded system.

The second distinguishing feature is that our considered
multiple single-antenna receivers are to detect simultaneously
the same multiple data streams; thus, the proposed methods
must benefit all receivers simultaneously. This is very different
from the works in [7], [10], [11], where relays are only to
improve the performance of an single user and thus can exploit
some existing coding techniques. However, the broadcasting
nature of our system becomes the challenge of the cooperation
design, since any directional signal processing techniques are
not applicable to our system and only simple signal forwarding
can be applied.

Another challenge we deal with in this work is the perfect
CSI assumption. In most of the existing works assume that
the perfect channel knowledge is available. The major reason
is that the channel knowledge for cooperation system could
be built upon the well-developed channel estimation approach
between the individual transmitters and receivers. However,
[13] has pointed out that this assumption is not valid for AF
relay networks, since separating the channel estimation from
the source-relay and the relay-destination links will encounter
several drawbacks, including CSI exchange/feedback overhead
and the distortions from quantization. As a result, we provide
an efficient channel estimate method along with data detection
for the AF cooperation system in this work.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the data broadcasting system model with a multiple-antenna
source and multiple single-antenna users. Section III provides
a user cooperation scheme where users cooperate in amplify-
and-forward (AF) mode to detect the spatial-multiplexed data
streams. Section IV investigates the channel estimation and
data detection methods for the cooperative system. SectionV
demonstrates the simulated data detection SER and the channel
estimation MSE of the proposed scheme. Section VI concludes
this work.
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Fig. 1. A broadcasting system with a multiple-antenna source and single-
antenna users. The transmission is divided into two phases:the source
broadcasting phase and the user cooperation phase. The vector hi =

[h
(1)
i

h
(2)
i

· · · h
(NT )
i

] is the channel vector between the source and the
ith user.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a broadcasting system shown in Fig. 1. The
source is equipped withNT antennas and each of theK
users is equipped with a single antenna. We assume that the
channels are quasi-static flat fading during the transmission
of a data frame of lengthN . For notational consistency, we
denote the channel gain from thejth source antenna to the
ith user ash(j)

i and the channel gain from theith user to the
kth user asgik. The transmission is divided into two phases:
the source broadcasting phase and the user cooperation phase.
In the source broadcasting phase, the source node broadcasts
simultaneously itsNT data streams to theK users and we
assume that there is no coding applied at the source. The
received signal at theith user in thetth time slots can be
expressed as

ySi(t) = hi

√

ESs(t) + nSi(t), i = 1, . . . ,K, (1)

where hi = [h
(1)
i h

(2)
i · · · h

(NT )
i ] ∼ CN(0, σ2

hINT
)

and the quantityES is the transmit power constraint of
each transmit antenna at the source. The vectors(t) =
[s1(t) · · · sNT

(t)]T ∈ ΩNT×1 is the data vector of the
source at thetth time and the setΩ denotes the modulation
constellation set with cardinality of|Ω| = M . The average
symbol energy of the symbols inΩ is normalized to unity. The
quantitynSi(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
of the ith user with zero mean and varianceσ2

n.
Denote themth data stream assm = [sm(1) · · · sm(N)],

the received signal vector of the lengthN data frame is

ySi = [ySi(1) · · · ySi(N)]

= hi

√

ESS+ nSi, i = 1, . . . ,K, (2)

where the matrixS = [sT1 · · · sTNT
]T = [s(1) · · · s(N)]

is the data frame ofNT streams and the vectornSi =
[nSi(1) · · · nSi(N)] is the AWGN noise vector.

III. A MPLIFY-AND-FORWARD COOPERATION

Figure 2 shows the transmission model for users with AF
cooperation. In AF cooperation, theLA selected users(LA ≥
NT ) sequentially broadcast their received source signals to all
users. These users act as AF relays. Note that any of these
users are also destination users when it is not broadcasting.
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Fig. 2. Transmission model for user cooperation with amplify-and-forward.

After receiving the signals, each user may perform ML or
linear detection and obtain its own detection of the source
data. TheLA broadcasting users are arbitrarily selected. The
selection algorithm may be further improved by selecting the
LA users with the better overall SER benefits based on the
CSIs. However, this requires huge amount of computations
and signalings between the cooperative users, which can be
considered as future directions of research. At current stage,
we only consider the arbitrary user selections. Assume that
giD, the channel from theith broadcasting user to userD
remains constant during the broadcasting, the received signal
vector is

yiD = giDαiySi + niD

= giDαihiS+ (giDαinSi + niD) (3)

where αi =

√

Ei/
∑NT

j=1 σ
2

h
(j)
i

is the power scaling factor

applied at theith broadcasting user to maintain its average
transmit power. The vectorniD is the AWGN noise vector at
the userD.

After the broadcastings of all theLA broadcasting users,
the total received signals at userD can be written as

YD = [yT
SD yT

1D · · · yT
LAD]T

=













h
(1)
SD · · · h

(NT )
SD

g1Dα1h
(1)
1 · · · g1Dα1h

(NT )
1

...
...

...

gLADαLA
h
(1)
LA

· · · g1DαLA
h
(NT )
LA













S

+











nSD

g1Dα1nS1 + n1D

...
gLADαLA

nSLA
+ nLAD











= HeqS+ neq, (4)

where Heq and neq are the equivalent channel and noise
matrix, respectively. Note that the first row ofHeq is the direct
path from the source to the destinaion, while the other rows are
the relay paths from the source through the cooperative users to
the destination. To reliably detect the source data, it is required
to have the channel state information (CSI) ofHeq at the
destination. In the following section, we provide an efficient
channel estimation and data detection method achieving near-
optimum performance with very few pilot signals.
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IV. CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND DATA DETECTION

In this section, we investigate the channel estimation and
data detection for the AF cooperation system. A least square
channel estimation (LSCE) is first introduced to provide an
initial estimation of the overall equivalent channelHeq; then
the maximum likelihood (ML) data detection is investigated.
In the last part of this section, we propose an iterative channel
estimation and data detection which efficiently reduced the
required pilot use.

A. Least Square Channel Estimation

In the beginning of the lengthN frame, a lengthNP

pilot matrix P is first transmitted for channel estimation. The
matrixP is predefined and known to the users. The remaining
Ndata = N −NP time slots are used for data transmission.
The transmitted frame is therefore written asS = [P Sdata].
The received training signals at userD can be expressed by
substitutingS in eq. (4) withP, which gives

YD,pilot = HeqP+ neq,pilot, (5)

where the dimension ofYD,pilot,P and neq,pilot are (1 +
LA)×NP , NT ×NP and(1+LA)×NP , respectively. Since
P is known at userD, an initial LSCE can be derived from
eq. (5) as

ȞLSCE = YD,pilotP
H(PPH)−1. (6)

Note that the design of the pilot matrixP affects the com-
plexity and performance of channel estimation. A typical
choice ofP would be an orthogonal matrix, which reduces
the computation complexity of the matrix inverse.

B. Data Detection

To begin this subsection, assume that the equivalent channel
Heq is known at userD. The ML detection criterion for time-
instance ofSdata, i.e., s(t), for t = NP + 1, . . . , N , is

ŝ(t) = arg max
s(t)∈ΩNT ×1

prob(YD(t)|Heqs(t)) (7)

= argmin
s(t)∈ΩNT ×1

[(YD(t)−Heqs(t))
HD−1

(YD(t)−Heqs(t))].

The matrixD is the covariance matrix of the equivalent noise
neq(t) and can be derived as

D = E[neq(t)neq(t)
H ] (8)

= diag([σ2
nSD

, α2
1σ

2
g1D

σ2
nS1

+ σ2
n1D

, · · · ,

α2
LA

σ2
gLAD

σ2
nSLA

+ σnLAD
]).

Now with the LSCE resulťHLSCE from eq. (6), an initial ML
detection ofs(t) is obtained as

ŝinit(t) = argmin
s(t)∈ΩNT ×1

[(YD(t)− ȞLSCEs(t))
HD−1

(YD(t)− ȞLSCEs(t))]. (9)

The initial detection of the source dataSdata is therefore given
by

Ŝdata,init = [̂sinit(NP+1) ŝinit(NP+2) · · · ŝinit(N)] (10)

C. Iterative Channel Estimation and Data Detection

Accurate channel estimation is essential for reliably detect-
ing the source data. In general, channel estimation is more
accurate when the length of the training,NP , is larger. The
cost is the decreased lengthNdata for source data transmission,
or, the loss of data rate. As a result, it is not possible to
use a large taining length. However, the detected source data
Ŝdata can be fed back to the channel estimator. The entire
frame can serve as a new virtual pilot matrixP̌ = [P Ŝdata].
Then the new channel estimate can be fed again to the data
detector and exploited to new detection̂Sdata with lower
error probability. The process can be iteratively repeatedto
yield further performance improvement. Simulation in the next
section will show that this iterative channel estimation and
data detection mechanism is very effective and achieves large
performance gain within few iterations, even for very short
training length.

We now summarize the proposed iterative channel estima-
tion and data detection scheme for the AF user cooperation
system.

1) Compute initial LSCE:̌H(0) = ȞLSCE from eq. (6).
2) Compute initial ML data detection:̂S(0)

data from eq. (9)
and (10).

3) Perform iterative channel estimation and data detection:
for ( i = 1; i ≤ NI ; i++) {

a) Compute LSCE with the new virtual piloťP =

[P Ŝ
(i−1)
data ]:

Ȟ(i) = YDP̌H(P̌P̌H)−1.
b) ML data detection with the new channel

estimation:
ŝ(i)(t) = argmin

s(t)∈ΩNT ×1(YD(t) −

Ȟ(i)s(t))HD−1(YD(t) − Ȟ(i)s(t)), for
t = NP , . . . , N .

c) Ŝ
(i)
data = [̂s(i)(NP +1) ŝ(i)(NP +2) · · · ŝ(i)(N)].

}

4) Output the final results:̂H = Ȟ(i) and Ŝdata = Ŝ
(i)
data

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results of the pro-
posed AF cooperation scheme. In the following simulations,
we use an individual user’s average SER as our performance
metric. The SER is averaged over theNT = 4 data streams.
We use QPSK in the simulations. The channel gains are
realized as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and varianceσ2

h = 1 = σ2
g and remain invariant during

the transmission of a lengthN = 100 data frame. The AWGNs
at the users are i.i.d. complex Gaussian with zero mean and
varianceσ2

n = 1. The transmission power of the source and
the users are set asEs = Ei = 2Eb and the transmit signal-
to-noise ratio (Tx SNR) is defined asEb/σ

2
n.

Figures 3 and 4 show the data detection SER and the
mean squared error (MSE) of the channel estimation. In the
simulation, we simply select a basic pilot matrixPbasic as a
4 × 4 DFT matrix due to its orthogonal and constant-power
properties. Other choices of the basic pilot matrix give similar
simulation results and thus are not shown here. For pilot matrix
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Fig. 3. The data detection SER forNT = 4, LA = 4,K = 20, N = 100.

length NP = 4, the basic pilot matrix is transmitted. For
NP = 8 andNP = 16, the basic pilot matrix is transmitted
two and three times, respectively, in the beginning of each data
frame.

In Fig. 3, the curve labeled “perfect CSI” represents the
ML detection peformance with exactHeq. The curves labeled
“no iteration” represent the result of ML detection with
the conventional least square channel estimation. The curves
labeled “1st iteraition”, “2nd iteration”, and “3rd iteration” are
the results of the proposed iterative channel estimation and
data detecion. As we can see from the figure, the detection
performance of “NP = 4, no iteration” case is about 2 dB
worse than that of “NP = 16, no iteration” case. However, the
performance of “NP = 4, 1 iteration” case is slightly better
than that of “NP = 16, no iteration” case. The performance
is further improved with 2 and 3 iterations and is only 0.5 dB
worse than the perfect CSI case.

In Fig. 4, the iterative mechanism significantly improves
the accuracy of the channel estimate and only 2 to 3 iterations
suffice to converge. When the detection error probability is
sufficiently low, the new channel estimate with new virtual
pilots is more accurate than the previous. The above results
show that the proposed iterative algorithm provides accurate
overall channel estimates for AF cooperation system with the
aid of very few pilots. The overall CSIs are obtained directly
at the destination users without individual channel estimations
and complicated CSI exchange.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated an AF user cooperation
scheme for a MIMO broadcasting system, in which single-
antenna users receive multiple data streams from the multiple-
antenna source. We considered the data detection of the system
without perfect CSI assumption. Instead of estimating the
channels separately at each user and then exchanging the
required CSIs between the users, we estimate the overall
channels directly at the destination users, which avoids the CSI
quantization problem and the high overhead of CSI exchange

Fig. 4. The channel estimation MSE forNT = 4, LA = 4, K = 20, N =
100.

between users. Simulation results show that the proposed
method can obtain accurate channel estimates with the aid
of very few pilots.
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